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This is the last Newsletter to be�
edited by Frances Daniel, as sadly�
she is retiring from the office after�
14 years. We will miss her greatly,�
and all of the Trustees would like�
to thank Frances for her dedicated�
work in producing such excellent�
Newsletters keeping us informed�
about Trust activities, conferences,�
awards, products, companies and�
people.�

We wish her all the very best with�
her future work, and we hope to�
find someone who can take over�
the responsibilities of the CSA�
Trust Newsletter Editor.�
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Sandy Lawson received the Mike Lynch award  at the Noordwijkerhout meeting in�
June. A meeting report appears on Pages 6 and 7.�
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People and Places�
Congratulations to Trustee David Wild�
and his wife Sue on the arrival of twins,�
Alina Marie and Alexis Anne, on Au-�
gust 21 2008, sisters for Nathan and�
Emma.�

Sue Cardinal, co-chair of the CINF edu-�
cation committee of the ACS Division�
of Chemical Information, gave birth to�
an 8 pound 2 ounce baby boy, Torstan,�
on September 13 2008.�

Nancy Lambert, former senior informa-�
tion analyst at ChevronTexaco, has re-�
ceived the 2008 International Patent�
Information (IPI) Award. Nancy has�
spent more than 30 years in the chemi-�
cal industry, becoming a leading author-�
ity in chemical and polymer patent�
searching. She was also recognised for�
her ongoing support of and active par-�
ticipation in the Patent Information Us-�
ers Group (PIUG), of which she is a�
founding member.�

Chemistry Central has appointed Jan�
Kuras as Associate Publisher to develop�
new Open Access journals in chemistry.�

Jan Velterop, Springer’s director of�
Open Access, and a driving force be-�
hind Springer Open Choice, has left�
Springer to pursue a new career as CEO�
of KnewCo. He joined Springer in Au-�
gust 2005 from BioMed Central.�

Derek Debe has won the ACS COMP�
paradigm shift award, sponsored by�
Open Eye.�

Neil Kipling, founder and CEO of IDBS�
has been awarded an honorary doctorate�
(DUniv) from the University of Surrey.�

Carmen Nitsche has been appointed as�
the VP of the content group at Symyx�
Software.�

Eric Jamois has been VP, sales and mar-�
keting at BioDiscovery since April 2008.�

Rita Wilby has been senior director,�
business development at Assay Depot�
since February 2008.�

David Hughes, formerly of MDL, is�
working on research into self-assem-�
bling copolymers at the University of�
Basel, Switzerland.�

We are sad to report the following�
deaths:�

Kevin Haraki died from liver cancer, on�
January 24 2008, aged 59. An obituary�
appeared in the June 2 issue of C&EN.�
His industrial research career began at�
Lederle (now Wyeth) in 1979. He re-�
tired in 2005.�

Mike Corkill, an account manager at the�
STN Agency in Cambridge, died in a�
road accident on March 27 2008. An�
obituary appeared in the May 2008 is-�
sue of RSC News.�

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS�

ACS Division of Chemical Information (CINF)�
2010 Herman Skolnik Award�

The ACS Division of Chemical Information established this Award to recognise outstanding contributions to and achievements in�
the theory and practice of chemical information science. The Award is named in honour of the first recipient, Herman Skolnik.�

By this Award, the Division of Chemical Information is committed to encouraging the continuing preparation, dissemination and�
advancement of chemical information science and related disciplines through individual and team efforts. Examples of such�
advancement include, but are not limited to, the following:�

·� Design of new and unique computerised information systems�
·� Preparation and dissemination of chemical information�
·� Editorial innovations�
·� Design of new indexing, classification, and notation systems�
·� Chemical nomenclature�
·� Structure-activity relationships�
·� Numerical data correlation and evaluation�
·� Advancement of knowledge in the field.�

The Award consists of a $3000 honorarium and a plaque. The recipient is expected to give an address at the time of the Award�
presentation. In recent years, the Award Symposium has been organised by the recipient.�

Nominations for the Herman Skolnik Award should describe the nominee's contributions to the field of chemical information and�
should include supportive materials such as a biographical sketch and a list of publications and presentations. Three seconding�
letters are also required. Nominations and supporting material should be sent by e-mail to Phil McHale at philmchale@comcast.net.�
Paper submissions are no longer acceptable. The deadline for nominations for the 2010 Herman Skolnik Award is June 1 2009.�
Guenter Grethe, CINF Awards Chair�
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Yvonne Connolly Martin, retired Senior Volwiler Research�
Fellow at Abbott Laboratories, is the recipient of the 2009�
Herman Skolnik Award presented by the ACS Division of�
Chemical Information (CINF). Details about the award are�
given on Page 2 along with the Call for Nominations for the�
2010 award.�

Yvonne Martin has been at the forefront of cheminformatics�
throughout her professional career which was spent entirely�
at Abbott Laboratories. She has been a founder and constant�
driving force in the development and use of computational�
chemistry and its application to computer aided drug discov-�
ery. Her studies in QSAR, molecular diversity, molecular�
graphics, pharmacophore analysis, molecular similarity and�
combinatorial chemistry have had a great impact the work of�
theoretical and experimental medicinal chemists. Her overall�
contributions have helped shape the modern definition of�
drug discovery. While she developed many methods and�
supervised their implementation, she never limited herself to�
a single method or application for solving real-world prob-�
lems. She finds great pleasure in sharing her work with any�
interested researchers.�

Yvonne has authored or co-authored more then 60 peer-re-�
viewed papers, about 40 book chapters, and more than 20�
reviews.  Additionally, she edited 6 books and 7 patents were�
issued in her name. These publications and her numerous�
presentations at national and international meetings provided�
important insights into computational drug discovery. She�
has served on many journal editorial boards and NIH study�
sections.  For her many contributions to the field of molecular�
modelling, Yvonne has received several awards and honours�
including the Accomplishment Award from the Society for�
Biomolecular Sciences.�

Yvonne Martin received a BA in Chemistry in 1958 from�
Carleton College and a PhD in Chemistry in 1964 from�
Northwestern University.  She started her career in 1958 as�
Research Assistant at Abbott Laboratories and, moving�

through the ranks, retired in 2006 as Senior Volwiler Re-�
search Fellow.  In 1967–1968, she spent a sabbatical year at�
Pomona College with Professor Corwin Hansch, which made�
her an early proponent of QSAR. Yvonne was one of the�
founders of the International QSAR Society (now called�
Cheminformatics and QSAR Society) in 1989 and served as�
its Chair in 2001–2005.  Yvonne is highly respected by all of�
her colleagues worldwide and this award is a well-deserved�
recognition of an outstanding research career.�

Guenter Grethe�
Chair, CINF Awards Committee�

Yvonne Martin wins 2009 Herman Skolnik Award�

2008 CINF Meritorious Service Award to Bill Town�
CSA Trustee Bill Town has been awarded the ACS CINF Meritorious Service Award. This award is given to members who�
made outstanding contributions to the division. This is only the seventh time this award has been given in the history of the�
division. Bill’s involvement in divisional activities started with being a member of the Publication Committee (1993–1996).�
As member of the Program Committee (1989–1992 and 1996–1998), his interest was primarily on the program level,�
organising symposia and speaking at many technical sessions at national meetings of the ACS. At the recent ACS meeting�
in New Orleans, held jointly with the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE), he co-organised four sessions on�
the topic ‘Engineering the Transition to Bioeconomy’.�

In recent times, Bill took on a more active role in governance.  He is currently an Alternate Councillor (2006–2008), and he�
has served the Division as Chair-Elect (1999), Chair (2000), and Past-Chair (2001). In addition, he chaired the Awards�
Committee (2002–2005) and the Nominating Committee (2001). Bill’s continued and varied contributions and strong�
commitment to CINF are of great benefit to the division.�
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This is one of the most important conferences in chemoinfor-�
matics, and the Sheffield Chemoinformatics Research Group�
hence tries to ensure that all current members of the Group�
can attend. This June, as previously, we were generously�
supported by the CSA Trust, and the Group’s PhD students –�
Shereen Arif, Cia-Wei Chu, Nurul Malim, Christoph Muel-�
ler, Richard Martin, Iain Mott, George Papadatos, Hina Patel�
and Richard Sherhod – here report on the Technical Program�
(bar the Sunday session which we missed as a result of�
air-traffic delays in the UK).�

The first session was on ‘Informatics for bridging between�
chemistry and biology’. Florian Nigsch introduced a new�
model for predicting protein targets. By using natural lan-�
guage processing and circular fingerprints, a framework�
could be generated which made it possible to determine�
toxicities of molecules from the MDL Toxicity Database.�
Josef Scheiber spoke on linking side-effects to targets in�
chemical space using a naive Bayesian classifier with Pipe-�
line Pilot extended connectivity fingerprints. Richard Jack-�
son described the SiteBase database in which sequence and�
structural information were used to classify protein kinase�
binding sites, with the classification being compared to ex-�
perimental inhibition data. Finally, Andreas Bender dis-�
cussed the profiling of compounds by merging high-content�
screening data with�in silico� target predictions, and the use of�
factor analysis to derive biological activity spaces.�

The ‘Cheminformatics’ session commenced with  Christian�
Baber, who presented the initial results from an extremely�
extensive ongoing project to compare different types of fin-�
gerprint for virtual-screening and lead-hopping applications.�
Knut Baumann described an interesting way of generating�
structurally unbiased datasets that could then be used as�
benchmarks in comparative studies of virtual-screening�
methods, following which Gerhard Wolber presented a tech-�
nique – known as distance shells – that can be used to analyse�
the occurrence of pharmacophores in sets of flexible mole-�
cules. Next came Peter Ertl’s presentation on natural prod-�
ucts, in which he introduced the concept of natural�
product-likeness and discussed its use with in-house datasets�
for the discovery of novel and promising scaffolds. Harold�
Helson then discussed the implementation of similarity�
searching using binary fingerprints; and the session con-�
cluded with Tudor Oprea’s account of large-scale virtual�
screening experiments using the PubChem and the Wombat�
databases, these experiments suggesting the possibility of a�
general model for biological activity.�

The Monday and Tuesday afternoons were given over to the�
poster session. The sheer range of material presented is al-�
ways one of the principal attractions of the Noordwijkerhout�
conferences, and this was certainly the case here, with over�
90 posters being presented across the two sessions. The�
topics covered ranged from chemoinformatics methodologies�
to quantum mechanical modelling of biological targets, via�
QSAR, database creation, and web tools among other things.�
Most importantly, the timing (spread over two days) and the�

location (in the large atrium) facilitated the enthusiastic dis-�
cussions that are the lifeblood of a good poster session.�

On Tuesday, the session on ‘Structure-based drug design and�
virtual screening’ began with Geoffrey Skillman reporting on�
the second annual SAMPL evaluation, a competition to de-�
velop effective methodologies for the design of structure-�
based virtual screening systems. Factors that were investi-�
gated included the quality of the protein structure used for�
docking, the nature of the decoys used in the search database,�
and the novelty of the ligands that were being considered,�
comparing the systems for pose prediction and for the predic-�
tion of binding affinities. The HYDE system described by�
Gudrun Lange seeks to provide a simple, but effective, ap-�
proach to the calculation of dehydration terms for both polar�
and apolar functions, combining the resulting scores with�
hydrogen-bonding energies. Experiments with the DUD da-�
tabase showed the ability of HYDE to distinguish between�
correct and incorrect poses, binders and non-binders, and�
protomers and tautomers of a binder. Joannis Apostolakis�
discussed two empirical scoring functions that could be used�
to increase the accuracy with which binding affinities can be�
computed. Modest Korff described the flexophore, a new 3D�
pharmacophore descriptor of a molecule that is encoded as a�
reduced graph. The similarity between pairs of molecules can�
then be computed using a subgraph matching procedure, with�
experiments on the DUD database illustrating the effective-�
ness of the procedure for scaffold hopping.�

After coffee, Fabrice Moriaud discussed how mapping of a�
query binding site onto other sites in PDB structures can be�
used to identify those residues most important for affinity and�
selectivity, and how this information can be used for frag-�
ment-based lead optimisation. Docking and 3D similarity�
searching provide alternative approaches to virtual screening:�
normally the latter is considered superior given the additional�
information that is available about the protein target; Mark�
Mackey demonstrated that this is not always so, with exam-�
ples showing that 3D similarity searching is, at the very least,�
competitive with docking. Chido Mpamhanga (a Sheffield�
Chemoinformatics alumnus) then reported some initial re-�
sults from the very large drug discovery project at the Univer-�
sity of Dundee, Scotland. Studies were reported using�
DOCK, interaction fingerprints and the MAB force field to�
identify fragment-like compounds for pteridine reductase�
(PTR1), a target for novel therapies for sleeping sickness.�
Sander Nabuurs discussed techniques for handling induced�
fit; that is, protein receptor rearrangements that take place as�
a result of ligand binding. The Fleksy approach involves�
docking the ligand into an ensemble of receptor conforma-�
tions, followed by an optimisation stage in which both the�
ligand and the protein are allowed to flex. Jochen Schlosser�
described an indexing procedure that allows a considerable�
increase in the efficiency of docking systems, which operate�
in a sequential mode with one compound after another being�
docked in sequence into the receptor. Finally, Susanne Eyr-�
isch described an algorithm for detecting binding pockets on�
the surfaces of proteins, even where there are no obvious�

International Conference on Chemical Structures, Noordwijkerhout�
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deep clefts or well-defined pockets. The procedure takes�
account of residue flexibility and was shown to produce�
sensible pockets for three protein–protein interactions where�
there is a known small-molecule inhibitor, this providing�
guiding information for the identification of the pocket.�

The first of the two Wednesday sessions was on ‘Virtual�
chemistry’. Christos Nicolaou explained the application of a�
multi-objective evolutionary graph algorithm (MEGA) to�de�
novo� design, illustrating the method by the design of inhibi-�
tors for ER-â and ER-á recepto�rs. Christof Schwab then�
discussed retrosynthetic pathways for a given target structure�
derived from reaction databases that have been annotated�
with reaction and transformation rules. A related approach�
was described by Hina Patel in her paper on�de novo�design;�
here, reactions are encoded using vectors describing the�
additions and/or deletions of atom pairs that take place during�
a reaction transformation. The session concluded with Peter�
Oledzki’s presentation on RECORE: a scaffold replacement�
tool that can suggest novel scaffolds for incorporation in an�
existing molecule, thus providing an efficient tool for scaf-�
fold hopping whilst maintaining the overall geometry of the�
functionality attached to a central ring system.�

The second session (‘Analysis of large data sets’) com-�
menced with Oliver Koch’s presentation on the classification�
of all turn families in the Protein Data Bank. The classifica-�
tion was generated using a self-organising map and has�
resulted in an extension to Relibase, called Secbase, that�
allows detailed analyses of the occurrences of turns in protein�
structures. Uta Lessel discussed the encoding of virtual�
chemical space by means of fragments and reagents gener-�
ated using the Fragment Tree approach, and then reported�
some of the applications of the resulting chemical space that�
are currently being investigated at Boehringer Ingelheim.�
Jens Loesel reported on work at Pfizer that seeks to permit the�
comparison of chemical datasets without the need to ex-�
change explicit structural information; instead, the compari-�
son is carried out via a space based on BCUT parameters.�
Finally, Jameed Hussain (a second Sheffield alumnus) de-�
scribed an automated datamining technique, which has been�
developed at GlaxoSmithKline to identify fragment substruc-�
tures that appear to be associated with molecules exhibiting a�
high degree of instability in DMSO, thus providing a quality�
filter for potential additions to the corporate database.�

We then transferred to a fleet of coaches for the conference�
excursion to Amsterdam. This involved visits to the wealth of�
museums and art galleries in the vicinity of the Rijksmuseum,�
a boat excursion along the city’s canals and a really excellent�
four-course meal in several 16th-century houses that together�
form the Restaurant d’Vijff Vlieghen.�

Given the extent of the post-excursion carousals, there was an�
excellent turn-out on Friday morning for ‘Structure-activity�
and structure-property prediction�’.�The first two talks ad-�
dressed the prediction of metabolism, an issue which can�
often lead to the termination of optimisation and develop-�
ment projects. Andreas Göller described the CypScore for�
modelling small-molecule metabolic oxidations mediated�

through cytochrome P450s. Linear regression models have�
been developed based on atomic reactivity descriptors and on�
a large in-house database of metabolic transformations. Lars�
Ridder offered a novel rule-based approach to the same�
problem, entitled SyGMa (Systematic Generation of Metab-�
olites). SyGMa uses reaction rules for fast phase one and two�
metabolite prediction, can identify labile sites and propose�
modifications to improve metabolic stability. The method�
was shown to reproduce a large proportion of cytochrome�
P450 metabolism reactions, and to predict accurately previ-�
ously unknown metabolites for buspirone. Britta Nisius de-�
scribed a pharmacophoric classifier for hERG-channel active�
compounds called TopoHERG. This uses the Tripos�
Topomer Search facility to classify new molecules on the�
basis of their similarities to known actives and inactives;�
compounds that cannot be classified using this searching�
procedure are then input to a decision tree based on physico-�
chemical information. This combined approach was claimed�
to be sufficiently effective for routine industrial use. Jens�
Auer described results from the Bajorath group’s ongoing�
studies of methods for the identification of patterns of frag-�
ment substructures that characterise sets of active molecules,�
with the special feature that far fewer actives are needed than�
is the case for conventional machine-learning approaches.�
The effectiveness of the approach was demonstrated in a�
simulated sequential screening study of DHFR inhibitors.�

The second of Thursday’s sessions focused largely on the�
development of interpretable (Q)SAR models and their vali-�
dation. David Evans discussed work at Eli Lilly on establish-�
ing the viability of using pharmacophore-based alignment to�
produce 3D QSAR models from large amounts of project�
data. The molecules are first clustered using a standard 2D�
approach before building a pharmacophore model for each of�
the resulting clusters. These models were compared with�
those obtained from 2D fingerprints and a support vector�
machine. Craig Bruce further illustrated the difficulties asso-�
ciated with the generation of models that are both highly�
predictive and easily interpretable. His talk focused on the�
use of random forests, a machine learning approach that�
scores highly on the first account but not on the second, and�
described the use of SMILES and SMARTS descriptors of�
decision trees. Michael Bolger looked at�in silico�design of�
M1-muscarinic antagonists. The proposed methodology in-�
volved classification, activity modelling and ADMET prop-�
erty estimation for high throughput screening data and�
combinatorial transformation. Finally John van Drie reported�
on the SALI (Structure-Activity Landscape Index). This pro-�
vides a simple numeric score for the nature of the relationship�
between differences in structure and in activity of pairs of�
molecules, and leads to a metric that can be used to evaluate�
the ability of a QSAR model to identify structure-activity�
‘cliffs’– positions within the landscape where relatively mi-�
nor changes in structure result in large changes in activity.�

The technical session provided a wide-ranging, up-to-date�
overview of the state of the art in chemoinformatics: coupled�
with the excellent location and social facilities, the Noordwi-�
jkerhout conference is THE one to attend, so mark up your�
diaries for the first week of June 2011 now.�
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Beilstein Bozen conference on Systems Chemistry�

May 25-29, 2008, Bolzano, Italy�
The Beilstein Institute organises several�
small workshops on specialist areas of�
chemistry, the major one being the Beil-�
stein Bozen conference. A small invited�
group meet to present and discuss research�
on a defined leading edge chemical fron-�
tier. This biannual conference has been�
operating for 16 years, the 2008 meeting�
on Systems Chemistry being the 9th. It is�
traditionally held at the Schloss Hotel�
Korb, a beautiful, small, family establish-�
ment near the Tyrolean Italian town of�
Bolzano/Bozen. The meeting is structured�
to allow substantial time for both lectures�
and discussion.�

Systems Chemistry is a nascent but impor-�
tant new paradigm for understanding and�
designing complex matter and chemical�
and chemico-biological systems. The�
topic has no clear definition and means�
different things to different chemists�
(systems biology also is also not precisely�
defined). Part of the aim of the conference�
was to understand more clearly what Sys-�
tems Chemistry encompasses. Different�
speakers interpreted the topic as widely as:�
·� the chemistry of systems of molecules�

(prebiotic life, artificial life and artifi-�
cial biology)�

·� complex systems behaviour of chemical�
systems (chaotic, nonlinear behaviour,�
emergent properties, and self-organis-�
ing and self-assembly systems)�

·� use of chemistry to understand and�
probe biological systems�

·� the use of automation systems to gen-�
erate a paradigm shift in how we prac-�
tise chemical synthesis.�

Highlights�
Systems Chemistry and Origins of Life�
Günter von Kiedrowski�
This paper largely discussed synthetic bi-�
ology and autocatalyic chemical systems.�
Kaufman suggested that autocatalytic sys-�
tems of reactions need to be large (many�
components) before systems can generate�
emergent, self-replication properties. He�
discussed the minimum size of a cell or�
genome, based on work by Tibor Ganti,�
Rebek and co-workers (1990), and Wang�
and Sutherland (1996). He discussed his�
minimal replicator theory based on this�
prior work and related it to how selection�
can operate to improve or optimise auto-�
catalytic self-replication chemical sys-�

tems. He also presented three regimes�
under which self-replicating chemistries�
can operate: linear growth (no feedback�
required); parabolic growth (intermediate�
feedback); exponential growth (regime in�
which Darwinian evolution operates). He�
gave an example of a self-assembling ob-�
ject (virus particle dimensions) obtained�
from tris oligonucleotides (see also Stahl,�
JACS�, 2006, 128, 14014).�

Chemistry in 3D: How Systems Biol-�
ogy affects Systems Chemistry�
Hans Westerhoff�
Metabolic networks provide an area of�
substantial overlap between chemistry and�
biology. Experiments can be carried out�
that allow metabolic networks to be de-�
duced, and sensitivity analyses can be run�
that identify the key enzymes (hub en-�
zymes) in the network (see Westerhoff, J.�
Theor. Biol�. 2008, 252, 555). Metabolic�
networks often exhibit fractal behaviour�
when perturbed and this can be used to�
identify a Law of Systems Biology that�
states that control (of networks) tends to�
be conserved. Westerhoff illustrated the�
power of his metabolic network theory�
using some drug targeting examples. He�
showed that the network approach using�
flux analysis shows that drug targets pre-�
viously chosen are actually poor choices�
for controlling the metabolic network. His�
analysis of the same problem identified�
different targets that have a much larger�
influence on the metabolic network and�
make better drug targets. He showed that�
control of organisms is a sum of genetic�
control and metabolic control, and that�
experiments where certain chemical spe-�
cies were withheld can identify the relative�
contributions of these control mechanisms.�

Designing a Synthetic Cell�
Antoine Danchin�
He defined a cell as a computer that makes�
a computer. The machine replicates and�
the program replicates. ‘Life’ involves a�
minimum metabolism (at least ~800 mole-�
cules are required), compartmentalisation�
and information flow. He used hydropho-�
bicity analysis to identify integral mem-�
brane proteins, and has found this works�
reliably across psychophilic, mesophilic�
and thermophilic microbes. He employs�
correspondence analysis in place of princi-�
pal component analysis for feature selec-�

tion. He also discussed how quickly�
proteins age in biological systems (in�E.�
coli� as fast as <2 min) and discussed situa-�
tions where cells divide to produce one�
‘young’ progeny and one ‘aged’. He noted�
that approximately 400–500 genes persist�
in bacteria, and this may represent the�
minimal requirements for cell operation:�
essential genes, plus those dealing with�
stressors, and maintenance. Clustering of�
gene frequency across species allows iden-�
tification of persistent genes and orphan�
genes. The persistent genes may be ‘left�
over’ from evolution, while the orphan�
genes recapitulate the origins of life (see�
Proteomics�, 2007, 7, 875).�

Catalysis at the Origin of Life�
Athel Cornish-Bowden�
This is related to several of the 125 most�
compelling questions in science (�Science�,�
2005, 309, no. 5731, 78–102). He dis-�
cussed the (M,R) systems of Robert Rosen�
which integrate the theories of Kauffman�
and Ganti�et al�. The (M, R) systems con-�
cept is a theory of life that incorporates�
autocatalytic sets (Kauffman); closure and�
causation (Rosen); compartmentalisation�
(Muturana and Vanela); self-replications�
(Ganti�et al�.); and catalytic ‘closure’. Clo-�
sure means that catalytic systems that use�
enzymes need enzymes to synthesise these�
enzymes, and these in turn require more�
enzymes to contract them, and so on in an�
‘infinite regress’. (M,R) systems provide a�
solution to this infinite regress so that�
autocatalytic systems can be finite. It re-�
quires some essential promiscuity in en-�
zymes so that they can play multiple roles�
and allow organisms to be closed with�
respect to structure, but open with respect�
to energy and matter fluxes (see�Biodiver-�
sity�, 2007, 4, 2396).�

New Concepts for Catalysis�
Benjamin List�
Relatively simple molecules like proline�
and substituted versions can catalyse chi-�
ral organic reactions with very high ee.�
List used the aldol reaction as an example�
but stated that the catalysis could be gener-�
alised to N=O, N=C, C=C, N=N and so on.�
For the aldol example, he listed four types�
of aldolisation: intermolecular; intramo-�
lecular (endo/endo); intramolecular (endo/�
exo); and transannular. He found fluoro-�
prolines work best and that asymmetric�
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counterions can greatly enhance ee in�
products (see List,�JACS�, 2000, 122, 2395).�

New Tools for Molecule Makers:�
Emerging Technologies�
Steven Ley�
This paper was on ways of using technol-�
ogy to improve the efficiency of organic�
synthesis. He used immobilised reagents to�
make reactions cleaner, putting them in�
‘teabags’ that could be removed from the�
reaction without the need for filtering, chro-�
matography and so on. He also used immo-�
bilised reagents in packed column flow�
systems, and was working towards doing�
this in microfluidic systems. Rates of reac-�
tion were greatly enhanced in microfluidic�
systems, and such systems can be coupled�
directly to analysis and biological screening�
systems. Methods are very useful for opti-�
mising reaction conditions and yields very�
quickly. He stated that chemists could�
make 30 molecules in one night using these�
automated systems. Alternatively, a small�
scale reaction can be repeated many times�
with high efficiency to produce scale-up to�
15kg in a normal research lab. (see Bau-�
mann,�Org. Lett�., 2008, 8, 5231).�

Microreactors as Tools for Organic�
Synthesis�
Peter Seeberger�
These systems were very versatile and�
could use or generate many different com-�
pounds quickly  (4 reactions per day at 10–�
500mg scale). The needs of discovery and�
process chemistry do not match. This mis-�
match is addressed by microreactors be-�
cause scale is achieved by running the�
reaction for as long as necessary to obtain�
the required amount of materials. Prob-�
lems with converting lab scale syntheses�
to large scale are avoided. He has assisted�
in developing commercial microreactor�
systems such as SYRIS (AFRICA), CPC�
(VAPOTECH) (see�Helv. Chim. Acta�,�
2005, 88, 1).�

Rate enhancements of up to an order of�
magnitude have been achieved in microre-�
actors compared to normal bench reac-�
tions. Reaction yields can be enhanced and�
some reactions can generate 10g/hr of�
product (see�Chem. Eur. J�., 2006, 12,�
8434). Microreactors can be set up that are�
cheap and low tech. In some cases, PhD�
students have run 120 reactions in three�
afternoons. Microreactors are especially�
suitable for exothermic/dangerous reac-�
tions, photochemical reactions, radical re-�
actions, and for making excellent�

nanoparticles (see Seeberger,� Chem.�
Comm�., 2008, 9, 1100).�

Chemical Biology with Organometallics�
Eric Meggers�
Why are natural products so complicated?�
Generally the very complex scaffolds of�
natural products provide a relatively rigid�
scaffold onto which are arrayed the bind-�
ing groups that interact with biological�
targets. His group uses metal complexes to�
generate scaffolds. Octahedral complexes�
of metals can generate 30 stereoisomers�
providing a rich source of scaffold presen-�
tation. The 3D structure of the complexes is�
encoded by the central metal atom. The�
choice of metal and of coordinative bonds�
must provide stability (some platinum and�
iridium complexes have biological stabili-�
ties of decades). Ruthenium was chosen for�
its cost ($20/g) and low toxicity. He made�
a metal complex analogue of staurosporine�
(a kinase inhibitor) which had an IC50�
value of <1nM. Optimising this initial ac-�
tivity, he obtained kinase inhibitors with�
IC50 values of <5pM. He has applied this�
metal complex scaffold idea to a number of�
targets with equally impressive results (e.g.,�
GSK3 in the Wnt signalling pathway). The�
most potent mimetics have four ligands�
rather than six (see Meggers,�Chem. Bio-�
Chem�., 2006, 7). The complexes are easily�
synthesised, have low toxicity and good�
pharmacokinetics.�

Exploring Biological & Chemical Space�
with High-Throughput Crystallography�
Tom Blundell�
This was essentially on the x-ray struc-�
ture-based fragment method of design that�
Blundell pioneered. He discussed the im-�
mensity of chemical space, and the im-�
practibility of trying to sample this with�
single molecules and libraries. The frag-�
ment method allows more chemistry space�
to be explored because of the combinato-�
rial efficiencies afforded by combinations�
of fragments: a binding site accommodat-�
ing three fragments (assuming a fragment�
library of 300) could essentially sample�
3003 or 27 million molecules. He dis-�
cussed the application of fragment-based�
design to diseases of poverty in particular.�

Drug and Xenobiotic Transport via�
Membrane Carriers�
Douglas Kell�
The main reasons for attrition of drug�
candidates are efficacy (40%), toxicity�
(20%) and pharmacokinetics/metabolism�

(20%). Kell developed a large metabolic�
network using an eight-compartment cell�
model with 1500 chemical species. He�
used SMILES to encode molecules and�
SBML (systems biology markup lan-�
guage) to model networks. He discussed�
how the model could also be used to�
model transport and the role of lipophilic-�
ity, as the accumulation of drugs in tissue�
can exacerbate toxicity.�

Protein Interaction, Association and�
Fibrillation�
Sara Linse�
This, and Michele Vendruscolo’s talk (Life�
on the edge: Proteins are close to their solu-�
bility limits), concerned the concentrations�
of proteins in biological systems and the�
implications of these concentrations on pro-�
tein behaviour such as folding, precipitation�
and aggregate formation (especially pri-�
ons). Linse described how proteins over-�
come the Levinthal Paradox and fold in�
very short timescales. She explained rapid�
and efficient folding terms of discrimina-�
tion between kinetics of contacts during the�
folding process, and illustrated this with�
respect to amyloid fibril formation.�
Vendruscolo’s talk focused on the astonish-�
ingly close connection between protein ex-�
pression and aggregation propensities.�

System Biology from Synergistic�
Chemical Combinations�
Joseph Lehar�
This paper was synergistic to the ideas in�
my talk on sparse representations of bio-�
logical networks, and the need to under-�
stand the robustness and vulnerabilities of�
these networks in order to engineer the�
polypharmacy or side-effects of drugs to�
achieve the most beneficial outcomes.�
Lehar’s company (CombinatoRx) is using�
these ideas to find combinations of regis-�
tered drugs that produce a more beneficial�
outcome in disease treatments than single�
drugs. They have found many synergistic�
combinations, and have studied the impact�
of how the modulation of multiple targets�
produces an improved response from the�
biological network. They have a full pipe-�
line of 15 drug combinations in clinical�
trials. Using combinations of registered�
drugs substantially reduces the regulatory�
hurdle the drugs must overcome.�

The  conference program is at http://www.�
beilstein-institut.de/index.php?id=200&L=3�

Dave Winkler�
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A Practical Introduction to Chemoinformatics�

The aim of this short course held by the Department of Information Studies at the University�
of Sheffield is to provide a broad introduction to chemoinformatics.�

Through the generous support of the CSA Trust and the Molecular Graphics and Modelling�
Society (MGMS), two student bursaries were awarded to Claire Speight, from the School of�
Pharmacy and Chemistry, Liverpool John Moores University in the UK,  and  Laura Guasch,�
from the Department of Biochemistry and Biotechnology at Rovira & Virgili University, Tarra-�
gona, Spain. They report from an intense but enjoyable three days in Sheffield in June.�

The topic of this course is closely�
related to the methodology used in my�
own research. I am doing my PhD�
thesis in the Nutrigenomics Research�
Group at the Biochemistry and Bio-�
technology Department of the Rovira�
& Virgili University, in Tarragona,�
Spain. My main goal is to identify�
novel PPARg (peroxisome prolifera-�
tor-activated receptor-gamma) ago-�
nists from natural products through�
pharmacophore modelling and QSAR�
analysis. Although it was a introduc-�
tory course, it ranged over the whole�
field of chemoinformatics from com-�
binatorial libraries to structure-based�
drug design. I valued the fact that�
there were practical sessions, since�
this has enabled me to learn new pro-�
grams and through them to solve�
chemoinformatic problems.�

I found the session ‘Molecular Diver-�
sity and Compound Selection’ partic-�
ularly interesting, as I intend to use�
these methodologies with my ligands,�
to try to distinguish between different�
ligands of PPAR (agonists, antago-�
nists, alpha, beta/delta, gamma, duals,�
pan) through information of descrip-�
tors. Ideally, I would like to obtain a�
cluster for each class of ligand.�

I also enjoyed learning about work-�
flows and software that allows the�
design of a sequence of operations�
which are executed one after another.�

Another topic of great interest was�
structure-based drug design. In partic-�
ular, I am interested in how ligands�
bind into the active site using ap-�
proaches for molecular docking. The�
practical session of this part consisted�

of docking three molecules into the�
binding cavity of a protein to deter-�
mine which molecule is the correct�
ligand. In my own work, I am plan-�
ning to dock ligands extracted from�
libraries of natural products, with the�
aim of identifying compunds that act�
as agonists.�

Also of interest to me was the session�
‘Pharmacophore Generation’, as this�
is an area in which I have already have�
some experience; however, I was able�
to understand the limitations of cur-�
rent methods better and discuss with�
the tutors the problems that I find.�

Other aspects that I valued were the�
organisation of the course; in my�
opinion, this was excellent and very�
well coordinated. I was able to interact�
with the other participants of the�
course and to get to know their re-�
search. Although the group was small,�
there were people of various disci-�
plines, which made it more interesting�
to learn how the techniques can be�
used to solve different problems. This�
course has given me the opportunity�
to learn new techniques which I hope�
to apply in my own research. It pro-�
vided an opportunity for me to get�
new ideas, to learn best practice and to�
gain software experience to maximise�
productivity in my own drug discov-�
ery research activities.�

Laura Guasch�

This chemoinfomatics course has�
been consistently over-booked�
throughout its history, and this year�
was no exception. Of the 19 lucky�
attendees, there was a wide range of�
people from both industry and�
academia. Several fields were repre-�
sented, including bioinformatics,�
drug design and toxicology. Some�
had chemistry backgrounds, and�
wanted to learn about the informatics�
side; others were computer program-�
mers wanting to learn about tthe�
chemistry; a few people came simply�
to learn as much as they could about�
both. This diversity of backgrounds�
gave the team at Sheffield the very�
difficult task of covering many areas�
of chemoinformatics, in just three�
days! This may perhaps explain why�
the course required a very intense�
structure.�

The course material was taught using�
a combination of lectures, practical�
classes and group work. The group�
work was a running topic for discus-�
sion over the first two days, culminat-�
ing in a 15 minute presentation on the�
topic. This enabled the groups to start�
discussions on the first evening�
(which also allowed everyone to be-�
come acquainted), and then add to�
their presentations as the course con-�
tinued.�

The lectures and practical sessions�
were divided into nine sessions to�
cover all relevant areas of chemoin-�
formatics, including database search-�
ing, diversity and compound�
selection, QSAR and pharmacophore�
generation. The lectures were well�
presented and the practical classes�
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were easy to follow, considering that�
most people on the course met at least�
one new piece of software, and there�
were a few who had never even used�
SMILES before. The whole group�
was able to proceed at the same pace�
however, due to the excellent help�
from the course tutors.�

All of this hard work was well reward-�
ed, however. Each evening ended�
with a fine three-course meal at some�
of the best restaurants in and around�
Sheffield. An excellent blend of work�
and play! These social outings were a�
brilliant opportunity to talk to fellow�
attendees, to find out how the course�
could be useful to them, and also to�
network in general. All three evenings�
were very much enjoyed by everyone.�

The course gave all attendees the op-�
portunity to learn the basics of many�
areas of chemoinformatics, without�
the need to apply for a full qualifica-�
tion in the subject. This is unlike any-�
thing else which is currently�
available. The expertise of the lectur-�
ing staff provided an excellent work-�
ing environment. From a personal�
perspective, I had the opportunity to�
try methods I would not normally use�
in my own research group. I also�
gained an insight into how the tools�
we use for toxicity prediction are used�
differently for chemical screening and�
drug design.�

Overall, the general feeling was that�
the course equipped one with the basic�
knowledge needed to go on and inves-�
tigate further. Although the course was�
intense, all participants agreed that�
nothing should be removed. The�
course contains all relevant areas of�
chemoinformatics without being over-�
whelming. It achieves its goals well,�
and it is of little surprise that it is over-�
booked every year.�

Claire Speight�

Details of the CSA Trust Grant pro-�
gram can be found on the CSA Trust�
website at http://www.csa-trust.org/�
awards.asp.�

Maciej Haranczyk receives the Jacques-Émile�
Dubois Grant for 2008�

Maciej Haranczyk, a graduate student at the Univeristy of Gdansk, has been�
awarded the CSA Trust Jacques-Émile Dubois Grant for 2008. The grant pro-�
gram has been created to provide funding for the career development of young�
researchers who have demonstrated excellence in their education, research or�
development activities that are related to the systems and methods used to store,�
process and retrieve information about chemical structures, reactions and com-�
pounds. Maciej has used the grant to support a six week research visit to the�
chemoinformatics group in the Department of Information Studies at the Univer-�
sity of Sheffield in the UK. The aim of the visit was to familiarise himself with�
the techniques that are required for processing large chemical datasets.�

‘I have had to extend my area of expertise in order to proceed with the main�
theme of my research – the development of combinatorial chemistry methods�
based on quantum chemical evaluation of chemical properties,’ Maciej explains,�
‘with the hope that I will be able to deliver an automated system that can be used�
in the advanced design of molecules and materials.’�

The research involves two steps:�

i) the combinatorial generation of libraries of molecular structures�
ii) the screening of the libraries for the targeted molecular property using quan-�

tum mechanical methods.�

At each step of development of the method, various chemoinformatics tools and�
techniques are required, the most important being chemical structure representa-�
tion and storage, along with diversity analysis and other approaches to analyse�
different chemical spaces. Maciej chose the Sheffield Chemoinformatics group�
as the place to gain experience in these areas and to continue carrying out this�
research project.�

During his time in the Sheffield group, Maciej worked with John Holliday and�
Peter Willett. The project focused on the evaluation of different fingerprint�
representations and similarity measures for similarity searching for typical data-�
base screening applications. The results of these investigations are about to be�
submitted for publication as a regular research article.�

Maciej believes that the benefits of the visit are more than just publishable�
results. ‘The period I have spent in Sheffield was a stimulating experience’�
Maciej says, ‘Sheffield’s group provides an excellent research environment with�
expertise from friendly group members and open discussions. Every day I could�
learn new things and better understand the problems we are facing in the field of�
chemical information. I am sure the knowledge I am gaining over these few�
weeks will be useful in my future career.’�

Living in a foreign city can be also an interesting social experience, as Maciej�
found. ‘Sheffield is a very pleasant place to live. The people are nice and helpful.�
The city seems to be a modern, safe and exciting without having all the draw-�
backs of other big cities such as being too expensive or too crowded. It is�
conveniently located next to the beautiful Peak District, where you can hike�
during the weekends. It has everything except the good weather, although when�
it is sunny, it’s beautiful!’�

Maciej has recently obtained a doctoral degree, and is about to join the Lawrence�
Berkeley National Laboratory in Berkeley, California, as the recipient of the�
2008 Glenn T. Seaborg postdoctoral fellowship. He will continue his research�
efforts in the area of chemoinformatics and computational chemistry.�
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EVENTS 2008–2009�
November�

9–11� 4th German Conference on Chemoinformatics, Goslar,�
Germany�

http://www.gdch.de/gcc2008�

December�
1� CSA Trust Annual General Meeting, Thomson Reuters,�

London, UK�
Details on Page 12�

1� CSA Trust Annual Dinner, Cantina Augusta, London, UK� Details on Page 12�

2–4� Online Information 2008, Olympia Grand Hall, Olympia,�
London, UK�

http://www.online-information.co.uk/�
index.html�

11–12� Latest Advances in Drug Discovery Modelling & Infor-�
matics: eCheminfo Community of Practice InterAction�
Meeting, International Institute of Information Technolo-�
gy, Hyderabad, India�

http://echeminfo.colayer.net/�
COMTY_hyderabadconference�

2009�
March�
 9� CambridgeSoft Conference and User Meeting�

Holiday Inn Kensington Forum, London, UK�
http://www.cambridgesoft.com/events/�
details/?Event=172�

22–26� 237th ACS National Meeting & Exposition�
Salt Lake City, UT, USA�

http://www.acs.org/meetings�

April�

 6–8� CHI’s Drug Discovery Chemistry 2009, Hilton San Di-�
ego Resort, San Diego, CA, USA�

http://www.healthtech.com/dch/�
overview.aspx�

May�
2–7� PIUG 2009 Annual Conference�

Hyatt Regency San Antonio, San Antonio, Texas, USA�
http://www.piug.org/�

June�
4–5� CHI’s 9th Annual Structure-Based Drug Design: Sophis-�

ticated Approaches to Drug Discovery, Royal Sonesta�
Hotel, Cambridge, MA, USA�

http://www.healthtech.com/sbd/�
overview.aspx�

 July�

20–24� Drug Discovery Design Methods & Applications:�
a Hands-on 5 Day eCheminfo Workshop, Medical Sci-�
ences Teaching Center, Oxford University, Oxford, UK�

http://echeminfo.colayer.net/�
comty_oxfordworkshop09�

August�
2–7� IUPAC 2009, 42nd IUPAC Congress, Scottish Exhibition�

and Conference Centre, Glasgow, UK�
http://www.rsc.org/�
ConferencesAndEvents/RSCConferences/�
IUPAC2009/�

16–20� 238th ACS National Meeting & Exposition�
Washington, DC, USA�

http://www.acs.org/meetings�
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Product News�

 Symyx Draw 3.1�
Symyx Draw 3.1 is a direct replacement for ISIS/Draw in the ISIS�
informatics system and a component of the Symyx Isentris infor-�
matics system that replaces ISIS. Scientists can make the transition�
to Symyx Draw 3.1 with minimal effort while also gaining signif-�
icant enhancements for rapidly drawing chemical structures and�
chemically intelligent queries.�

New and improved functionality includes additional support for�
polymers and mixtures with all Sgroup types supported, Rgroup or�
Markush queries, 3D queries, name-to-structure and structure-to-�
name conversions, and an ever-increasing number of useful, no-�
charge add-ins.�

New features in Symyx Draw 3.1 will enable scientists to:�

·� Rapidly correlate drawn chemical structures with IUPAC,�
canonical SMILES using OpenEye’s Lexichem technology,�
InChI and NEMA chemical identifiers�

·� Create and edit polymers, mixtures, and formulations with�
full Data Sgroup support�

·� Create and edit Markush (Rgroup) queries�
·� Create and edit 3D queries�

Symyx Draw 3.1 is easier to use than ISIS/Draw by virtue of its�
all-purpose drawing tool, user-friendly toolbar functionalities,�
scientific symbol chooser, large library of protecting group tem-�
plates, and other usability enhancements. Symyx Draw 3.1 is�
also superior in supporting enhanced stereochemical perception�
and offers no-charge add-ins that can be tailored to the needs of�
individual scientists (including molecular property calculation/�
prediction, enumeration, bioavailability, calculate-as-you-draw�
and isotopomer distribution tools). In addition, the rich presenta-�
tion and publication-quality graphics of Symyx Draw 3.1 surpass�
those of ISIS/Draw.�

For more information, visit http://www.symyx.com/draw31 or�
contact inforequest@symyx.com.�

Pantheon�
Tripos International has announced the development of Panthe-�
on, a new software platform created to address the CADD and�
cheminformatics needs of the casual modeller and medicinal�
chemist. Pantheon provides an affordable, extendable chem-�
informatics solution for a broad range of discovery scientists�
allowing them to reduce the time involved in the discovery�
process  significantly, and to improve critical decision steps, by�
organising, analysing and visualising chemical and biological�
data in a single program. Pantheon  is targeted for commercial�
release in the first quarter of 2009.�

Pantheon incorporates a set of basic cheminformatics and mod-�
elling tools and streamlined workflows that facilitate simple�
experiments and the sharing of results between and among users.�
It will also serve as an underlying engine for an additional range�
of significant molecular discovery solutions anticipated from�
Tripos and provided by third party vendors in the future.�

This is an open platform for drug design and informatics based�
on the Eclipse platform which reduces the costs associated with�
platform development. Pantheon is easily extendable by in-house�
discovery IT teams, as well as external suppliers.�

For more information, e-mail  contact_us@tripos.com.�

PSILO�
Chemical Computing Group’s PSILO (Protein Silo) is a database�
system that provides an easily accessible, consolidated repository�
for macromolecular and protein–ligand structural information.�

Features�
Web-based search�

·� Flexible and intuitive user interface�
·� Fast and powerful Google-like search�
·� BLAST searches, small molecule similarity and protein fam-�

ily searching�
·� Track favourite searches, hit lists, e-mail notifications�
·� PSILO integration into browser search bar�
·� Download structures as PDB, mmCIF or XML�
·� Superimpose related protein sites to compare binding modes�

Version control�

·� Easy to import data�
·� Deposit new structures/edit existing structures to create new�

versions�
·� Track and maintain structure versions�
·� Graphical comparisons of structure files�
·� Increase quality of structures with commenting�

Central data repository�

·� Automatic annotation with PFAM, GO and geometric checks�
·� Straightforward deposit�
·� Easily linked to proprietary sequence and/or ligand databases�
·� Automatic updates of the Protein Data Bank (PDB)�
·� Download search results (MOL, image format, XML, PDB)�

Standard web infrastructure�

·� Works with Oracle and MySQL�
·� HTTP-based Application Programming Interface (API)�
·� Source code provided�
·� Simple to maintain and deploy�
·� Customisable: to work with non-standard PDB files�

Benefits�
Collaborative improvements to in-house structures�
Facilitates the dissemination of information to user community�
Flexible integration with external databases�
Safeguards data�

There is further information at http://www.chemcomp.com/�
psilo-info.htm.�
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2008 AGM and Annual Dinner�
The�Annual General Meeting� of the CSA Trust will be held on�
Monday, December 1, 2008.�
Thanks to the hospitality of Bob Stembridge, the venue this�
year is  the Thomson Reuters offices in London.�
The meeting will begin at 16:00pm in the Einstein Room at�
 Thomson Reuters�
 77 Hatton Garden�
 London�
 EC1N 8JS�

The� Annual Dinner� will follow at 6:30pm for 7:00pm at�
 Cantina Augusta�
 91–95 Clerkenwell Road�
 London�
 EC1R 5BX�
 Telephone 020 7242 3246�
For queries and further details contact:�
Bob.Stembridge@thomsonreuters.com�




